
LILY: A Curvy Girl Romance (THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB 6)

Author: Lana Dash

A Curvy Girl Sweet and Steamy Hot Virgin Guy Romantic Comedy

LILY

When I read a romance novel, it’s fun picturing myself as a protagonist falling head over heels for the book boyfriend. But I never imagined myself as the heroine

of a comic book. That is until I’m approached by a group of sweet nerds who ask me to join them in a costume contest at the local comic book shop. I couldn’t

have imagined that dressed in tights and a cape that I’d meet a guy that could potentially become my own real-life book boyfriend.

BEN

As the owner of a comic book store, I’m known by my customers as the “King of the Nerds.” Not a title I want to be yelled out when the spitting image of my

favorite comic book heroine walks in my door. It doesn’t help that I perpetuate the myth that comic book nerds are virgins. Is it possible that I actually have a

chance with my dream girl, or is it best to leave the fantasy to my comics?

THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB series are short, sweet, and steamy standalone romantic comedies about curvy women who enjoy reading naughty

books, stepping out of their comfort zones, and finding love in unlikely places. Read LILY if you like a hot virgin guy, comic bookstore nerds, and a steamy

romantic comedy that you won't want to put down. No cheating. No cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed.

DEAR FIREFIGHTER HERO: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 12)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, hot firefighter, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR FIREFIGHTER HERO if you like rescue romance, action adventure, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen your own

love letter to the secret crush in your life.

Trading Favors with the Girl Dad: Single Dad InstaLove Steamy Short Romance

Author: Piper Cook

She never expected to fall for a single dad. His past is closing in quick. Can one little girl and a whole lot of love be the key to their happiness, or will

his past bring everything crumbling to the ground?

Michelle

I’ve had my share of unsuccessful relationships in the past. The last thing I need in my life is another man with drama issues.

So, I’m starting fresh with a new town, new job, and my first real home. I’m in charge of my destiny and this year I’m choosing self-care over romantic

relationships.

When a precocious little girl wanders into my backyard followed by her father, my priorities begin to shift, and seeds of love begin to sprout.

Charlie is gorgeous, engaging, and comes with a side-helping of extra cuteness.

But do I want to give my heart to a man with trouble brewing in the background and guaranteed drama on the horizon?

Charlie

I never expected to be a single dad, but life has a way of working out for the best sometimes. For now, it’s Emma and me against the world.

I’m not looking for the picture perfect woman. What I’m waiting for is the perfect woman for my daughter and me.

When my new neighbor turns out to be a head turner with maternal instincts, my daughter and I are both smitten.

Michelle is an independent, down-to-earth, knockout gorgeous woman with curves for days.

But will trouble from my past be a roadblock to the three of us becoming one happy family?

Trading Favors with the Girl Dad is a short, steamy insta-love romance with no cheating or cliffhangers and a guaranteed happily ever after. I write sassy,

strong, curvy women who don’t need a man to save the day but love the men who charm their hearts.

 

Girl Dads are a special breed… 

This Father’s Day meet 16 single dads who will gladly hold up the world for their little girls. 

Whether fending off bad guys or braiding hair, they show up Every. Single. Day. Ready to do anything it takes to show their daughters how a good man treats a



woman. 

Bonus? There’s room aplenty in those big strong arms—and those hearts of gold—for the right woman who can love on their babies too, and bring a fiercely

protective #GirlDad straight to his knees. 

One Night Stand with the Girl Dad by Tarin Lex 

Climbing the Girl Dad Mountain Man by Sara Hazel 

Girl Dad's a Rising Star by Ember Davis 

Second Chance with the Girl Dad by Elsie James 

Trading Favors with the Girl Dad by Piper Cook 

Taming the Girl Dad by Khloe Summers 

Healing the Girl Dad by Fern Fraser

The Beach House (Clearwater Bay Series Book 1)

Author: Megan Jacobs

"Who was this Grace Waterstone? Obviously she was related to me, but how?

Why had she never reached out to me before? Why hadn't my grandmother ever mentioned her?

Why on earth did I get the house when surely there must be a more direct relative?"

Alyssa Waterstone doesn't need anyone. A high-flying criminal defense attorney, she's smart, independent, and living in the fastest lane of all - New York City.

The more she drives herself in her career, the more she can forget her tragic past... until a manila envelope arrives one day with strange and unexpected news.

Alyssa is forced to leave the city behind for a small seaside town called Clearwater Bay, where she'll find a deepening well of mystery. And a handyman whose

gentle eyes seem to be calling her home...

In the first installment of “The Beach House” series, Alyssa has to keep reminding herself that she doesn't need anyone. Not a mysterious late relative, not her

peppy assistant, and definitely not alluring Liam Carter...

Book 1 of 5

The Beach House (Clearwater Bay Series Book 2)

Author: Megan Jacobs

"Who was this Grace Waterstone?

Obviously she was related to me, but how?

Why had she never reached out to me before?

Why hadn't my grandmother ever mentioned her?

Why on earth did I get the house when surely there must be a more direct relative?

Alyssa Waterstone doesn't need anyone. A high-flying criminal defense attorney, she's smart, independent, and living in the fastest lane of all - New York City.

The more she drives herself in her career, the more she can forget her tragic past... until a manila envelope arrives one day with strange and unexpected news.

Alyssa is forced to leave the city behind for a small seaside town called Clearwater Bay, where she'll find a deepening well of mystery. And a handyman whose

gentle eyes seem to be calling her home...

In “The Beach House” series, Alyssa has to keep reminding herself that she doesn't need anyone.

Not a mysterious late relative, not her peppy assistant, and definitely not alluring Liam Carter...

This is Book 2 in a 5 book series.

The Beach House (Clearwater Bay Series Book 3)

Author: Megan Jacobs

"Who was this Grace Waterstone?

Obviously she was related to me, but how? Why had she never reached out to me before?

Why hadn't my grandmother ever mentioned her?

Why on earth did I get the house when surely there must be a more direct relative?"

Life is finally looking up for Alyssa Waterstone. The renovations on her Great Aunt's house are going well, she has a case she's starting work on, and maybe, just

maybe, beginning something with Liam Carter, her handyman, wouldn't be such a bad idea.

That is, until disaster strikes...

In the third instalment of “The Beach House” series, Alyssa finds herself falling more and more for her handsome handyman, more secrets are revealed about her

mysterious family, and nasty surprises sneak up on her.



The Beach House (Clearwater Bay Series Book 5)

Author: Megan Jacobs

"Who was this Grace Waterstone? Obviously she was related to me, but how?

Why had she never reached out to me before? Why hadn't my grandmother ever mentioned her?

Why on earth did I get the house when surely there must be a more direct relative?"

Alyssa Waterstone doesn't need anyone. A high-flying criminal defense attorney, she's smart, independent, and living in the fastest lane of all - New York City.

The more she drives herself in her career, the more she can forget her tragic past... until a manila envelope arrives one day with strange and unexpected news.

Alyssa is forced to leave the city behind for a small seaside town called Clearwater Bay, where she'll find a deepening well of mystery. And a handyman whose

gentle eyes seem to be calling her home...

In the fifth and final instalment of the "Beach House" series, a final choice will decide the fates of both Alyssa and Liam, and their relationship...

DEAR BILLIONAIRE BOSS: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 1)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a billionaire boss, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

When my three best friends and I decide to write out letters to our secret crushes, we are honest about everything. We hope that by getting everything off our

chests we can move on with our lives. But there's one little hiccup in our plan--the letters should never have been sent out.

MAREN

My boss is a real piece of work. But I guess that's expected in a guy who is a self-made billionaire before thirty and looks like he's just stepped off the runway. If I

didn't need this job, I'd tell him what I really think of him--but I might leave out the part about the dirty dreams of mine he's been starring in lately.

GRAYSON

A good assistant is a dime a dozen, but Maren is different. And it isn't until I get a letter from her that I realize just what it is--she's not afraid of me. She's able to

see past the designer suits and flashy cars to see the real me. Too bad she only knows the ruthless CEO I've become. Can I show her the real me before it's too

late?

SINCERELY YOURS series are short, sweet, and steamy standalone romance about curvy women finding love after accidently sending out love letters to the

crushes in their lives. Read DEAR BILLIONAIRE BOSS if you like a boss and assistant relationship, secret love, and a steamy romance that will leave you

wanting to pen your own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

The Beach House (Clearwater Bay Series Book 4)

Author: Megan Jacobs

"Who was this Grace Waterstone? Obviously she was related to me, but how?

Why had she never reached out to me before? Why hadn't my grandmother ever mentioned her?

Why on earth did I get the house when surely there must be a more direct relative?"

Alyssa Waterstone doesn't need anyone. A high-flying criminal defense attorney, she's smart, independent, and living in the fastest lane of all - New York City.

The more she drives herself in her career, the more she can forget her tragic past... until a manila envelope arrives one day with strange and unexpected news.

Alyssa is forced to leave the city behind for a small seaside town called Clearwater Bay, where she'll find a deepening well of mystery. And a handyman whose

gentle eyes seem to be calling her home...

In the fourth instalment of "The Beach House" series, tempers run high, old memories rear their ugly heads, and Alyssa is forced to choose what's important to

her.

COURTNEY: A Curvy Girl Romance (THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB 4)

Author: Lana Dash



A Curvy Girl Sweet & Steamy Secret Identity Romantic Comedy

COURTNEY

Fictional couples surround me every day, working at a bookstore. And yet, even after reading a lifetime worth of romance, I still can't get my own love life in order.

But at my book club meeting, when I accidentally knock hot coffee onto the lap of the cute nerd at the next table, my luck might be about to change. Will I finally

be able to find my own happily ever after?

MAX

I find inspiration in some of the unlikeliest places, but a nasty case of writer's block has a deadline fast approaching with zero words written. Then I stumble on a

book club at my local coffee shop where I write, and the ideas start to flow. When one of the members catches my eye, the line begins to blur between real life

and fiction.

THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB series are short, sweet, and steamy standalone romantic comedies about curvy women who enjoy reading naughty

books, stepping out of their comfort zones, and finding love in unlikely places. Read COURTNEY if you like secret identity, hot nerdy guys and as steamy

romantic comedy that you won't want to put down. No cheating. No cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed.

JESS: A Curvy Girl Romance (THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB 3)

Author: Lana Dash

A Curvy Girl Sweet and Steamy Alpha Romantic Comedy

JESS

I need some serious rest and relaxation after completing a major acquisition at work that's consumed most of my life for the last year. I'm turning off my phone,

heading out to my family's lake house, and taking with me a pile of romance books I've been meaning to get around to reading but I haven't yet. I thought I would

have the place to myself, but after I arrive, someone from my past walks into the cabin and back into my life. Will we be able to survive the weekend together

without driving each other crazy?

AXEL

I thought I'd have the place to myself, but I'm shocked when the fiery redhead from my past is standing in front of me. I never thought I'd see her again. We've

both changed so much, and yet there is still something simmering under the surface between us, no matter how much she tries to fight it. I'm ready to show her

the man I've become, but will she accept what I have to offer?

THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB series are short, sweet, and steamy standalone romantic comedies about curvy women who enjoy reading naughty

books, stepping out of their comfort zones, and finding love in unlikely places. Read JESS if you like alpha heroes, enemies to lovers, and a steamy romantic

comedy that you won't want to put down. No cheating. No cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed.

DEAR BROODING BODYGUARD: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 5)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a brooding bodyguard, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR BROODING BODYGUARD if you like a little danger, a sassy heroine, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen your

own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

DEAR HANDY SILVER FOX: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 6)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a silver fox handyman, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR HANDY SILVER FOX if you like an older man/younger woman, a silver fox that works well with his hands, and a steamy romance that

will leave you wanting to pen your own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

DEAR BRITISH PROFESSOR: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 2)

Author: Lana Dash



A curvy woman, an older British professor, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

When my three best friends and I decide to write out letters to our secret crushes, we are honest about everything. We hope that by getting everything off our

chests we can move on with our lives. But there’s one little hiccup in our plan—the letters should never have been sent out.

WILLA

I’d heard the talk around campus about Professor Waller-Jones. But when I walked into his class at the beginning of the semester, I suddenly understood what all

the female students were talking about. I can’t believe my luck when he picks me to assist him with a research project. But is there more to him asking for my help

than just me being the top student in his class?

SIMON

My contract with the university is tied to my work visa, but things get even more complicated when a letter from Willa shows up in my office after I’ve just asked

her to join my research team for my next book. She’s hard to ignore, but there are university rules that you don’t break. Can we keep things professional, or will

the lines get blurred between professor and grad student?

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR BRITISH PROFESSOR if you like older man/younger woman, hunky Brits, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen

your own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

FIONA: A Curvy Girl Romance (THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB 2)

Author: Lana Dash

A Curvy Girl Sweet and Steamy Virgin Romantic Comedy

FIONA

I love reading romance novels. The dirtier, the better. But if you based my personal experience on the erotic fiction filling my Kindle, then you'd be sadly mistaken.

When I sign up for a dating app to push me from fantasizing about the heroes in my books to hooking up with a real-life guy—I chicken out. Things go from bad to

worse when my failed hook-up attempt walks back into my life. Can I take a page out of the books I love and finally act, or will I hold on to my V-card forever?

MICHAEL

I couldn't believe my luck when the dating app on my phone pinged, and I saw her beautiful smiling face with the words "Matched" underneath. But when the date

doesn't go as I hoped, I figure it wasn't meant to be. That is until our paths cross again and we are given a second chance. Will this second time around lead us to

the happily ever after that she reads about in those books she's always carrying around?

THE NICE GIRLS' NAUGHTY BOOK CLUB series are short, sweet, and steamy standalone romantic comedies about curvy women who enjoy reading naughty

books, stepping out of their comfort zones, and finding love in unlikely places. Read FIONA if you like virgin romance, a comically awkward one-night stand, and a

steamy romantic comedy that you won't want to put down. No cheating. No cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed.

DEAR BAD BOY NEXT DOOR: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 3)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a bad boy next door, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

When my three best friends and I decide to write out letters to our secret crushes, we are honest about everything. We hope that by getting everything off our

chests we can move on with our lives. But there's one little hiccup in our plan—the letters should never have been sent out.

LUCY

Ask anyone to describe me, and they will use one of three words—sweet, dependable, safe. I'm tired of people thinking they know who I am. I want to step out of

the box I've allowed myself to be put in over the years and try something new—that includes owning up to the love letter I sent to my bad boy neighbor.

BECK

She's maybe said three words to me in the two years we lived next door to one another. But when a letter from Lucy shows up in my mailbox, I find that the idea I

had of her isn't who she really is, and I want to find out what she's all about. But once we get to know one another, will the idea live up to the reality?

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalones romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the

crushes in their lives. Read DEAR BAD BOY NEXT DOOR if you like sexy bad boys that live next door and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen

your own love letter to the secret crush in your life.



DEAR MOUNTAIN MAN: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 9)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a mountain man, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

JADA

I couldn't have known when a tree branch punched a hole in the roof of my coffee shop that the guy fixing it would open my eyes to a new chance of love. But

when I decide to write him a letter letting him know how I feel, I realize too late that he's about to go out on a date and can't get the letter back. When he finds it

will he feel the same, or have I just made a fool of myself?

ALDEN

My brother insists on setting me up to get me back out in the dating world, but the one woman I want looks at me as only a friend. At least that is until I find a love

letter from her in my tool bag. I want to tell her I feel the same way, but a clingy blind date and her ex get in the way. Can we find our way together with these

obstacles in our way?

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after sending out love letters to the crushes in their lives.

Read DEAR MOUNTAIN MAN if you like mountain men, action adventure, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen you own love letter to the

secret crush in your life.

DEAR ONE NIGHT STAND: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 7)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a handsome stranger, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR ONE NIGHT STAND if you like fake relationship, a handsome stranger, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen your

own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

Her Secret Billionaire: A Curvy Woman Romance (Bad Boy Billionaires Book 2)

Author: Liz Fox

She’s a small town waitress. He’s wealthy, jaded, and taking a break from his real life. Will his secrets keep them apart? 

 

Her Secret Billionaire is a steamy, short romance with a curvy woman and a handsome hero. It is the second book in the Bad Boy Billionaires series. 

 

Josie 

Life doesn’t always turn out the way you expect. 

I had to give up college to work at a diner and take care of my Nanna. 

When a handsome stranger sits in my booth, things change again. 

Sebastian is tall, handsome, and sweeter than an apple pie. 

But what is a guy like him doing in a place like this? 

 

Sebastian 

I needed to get away from the expectations of my billionaire life. 

So I found a remote cabin and committed to taking a break. 

What I didn’t expect was to meet the woman of my dreams. 

Josie is curvy, smart, and makes me want to refill her coffee. 

But will she still care for me when she finds out I haven’t been completely honest? 

 

This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the second in the Bad Boy Billionaire series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If 

you love short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you’ll love this book. 

 

Don’t miss the rest of the series: 

Her Forbidden Billionaire 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 

"I love all of Liz Fox's books. I am a fan for life. Romantic, erotic, and happy ever after." 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 



 

 

Head of the Class (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 58)

Author: Jane Fox

Zach: When I head to a new high school to find student-teaching placements for my college students, I figure it's just going to be another normal day. But as soon

as Yara walks through the door, I realize nothing will ever be the same again.

Yara: Zach is hot and smart--what a combo. But I can't imagine he's going to be interested in dating a high school English teacher. A girl can hope, though, right?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

DEAR BROTHER'S BEST FRIEND: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 4)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, her brother's best friend, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

When my three best friends and I decide to write out letters to our secret crushes, we are honest about everything. We hope that by getting everything off our

chests we can move on with our lives. But there's one little hiccup in our plan—the letters should never have been sent out.

CASSIDY

Family weddings are stressful. And as the maid of honor at a destination wedding, I'm prepared for the chaos that's about to ensue. What I'm not ready for is

Dylan finding out that I have feeling for him. I keep telling myself it's only one weekend, but a lot can happen in seventy-two hours.

DYLAN

The letter from Cassidy shows up before I catch my flight to my best friend's destination wedding. I knew she'd be there, but I had no idea of her feelings for me

until now. We are thrust together for multiple events leading up to the wedding. And I find myself seeing my best friend's sister in a whole new way. Do I risk a

lifelong friendship for a real chance at a lifetime of love?

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR BROTHER'S BEST FRIEND if you like brother's best friend, wedding shenanigans, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting

to pen your own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

Her Forbidden Billionaire: A Curvy Woman Romance (Bad Boy Billionaires Book 1)

Author: Liz Fox

She works to support her art. He’s a known playboy… and he’s her boss. Will they overcome their differences to find love? 

 

Forbidden Billionaire is a steamy, short romance with a curvy woman and a handsome hero. It is the first book in the Bad Boy Billionaires series. 

 

Nora 

I'm an artist at heart. 

I never expected to be assisting the world's most notorious bad boy on his business trip to Paris. 

Once there, I learn that Asher is more than he seems. 

He's sexy, vulnerable, and makes me want to savor his croissant. 

But can I trust that his bad boy days are behind him? 

 

Asher 

Business has always been my priority. 

If my reputation with the ladies helps my business, it's well worth it. 

Until I spend time with Nora and realize I want more. 

She's curvy, sassy, and makes me want to shower her with gifts. 

Now I just have to convince her that she's the one for me. 



This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the first in the Bad Boy Billionaire series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If you

love short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you’ll love this book. 

 

Don’t miss the rest of the series: 

Her Secret Billionaire 

more coming soon... 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 

"I love all of Liz Fox's books. I am a fan for life. Romantic, erotic, and happy ever after." 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

 

 

DEAR KILTED SCOTSMAN: A Curvy Girl Romance (SINCERELY YOURS Book 8)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy woman, a kilted Scotsman, and a love letter that sets in motion a chance at true love.

SINCERELY YOURS series are short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love after accidentally sending out love letters to the crushes

in their lives. Read DEAR KILTED SCOTSMAN if you like second chances, a handsome Scotsman, and a steamy romance that will leave you wanting to pen

your own love letter to the secret crush in your life.

Untouched Princess: curvy girl romance with royals (Royally Ravished Book 2)

Author: Elsie James

She’s the spare living in a royal bubble. He’s being paid to protect her. This is a curvy woman, bodyguard, short story romance. Untouched Princess

is book two in the Royally Ravished series.

Charlotte

Growing up as the spare means a life somewhere between the spotlight and the royal shadow. Every move I make is watched, yet it seems like none of it

matters. It’s forced me to find ways to occupy my time. When my latest antics get me assigned to a new protection officer, I throw out the royal rule book. Jack is

rugged, handsome, and I want him to violate my personal space. But can he see me as more than just an untouched princess?

Jack

As a second-generation royal protection officer, I’ve dedicated my life to the values of our organization, honor, trust, commitment. I’ve worked hard to earn my

position within the company. When I’m given orders to protect the princess, the assignment is as serious as it gets. Charlotte is innocent and sexy, but one-touch

from her and it’s off with my head. Can I convince her that I am worthy of her love?

This is book two in the Royally Ravished series. As always, this book is safe and comes with a guaranteed happily ever after, no cheating, no

cliffhangers.

RHODES: A Curvy Woman & Firefighter Mountain Man Romance (KNIGHT'S RIDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT

Book 2)

Author: Lana Dash

A curvy school teacher, a volunteer firefighter, and a fiery passion that will heat up your Kindle.

HAZEL

After a fire at the home of one of my students, I ask for one of volunteer firefighters in town to come speak with my class. I didn’t expect them to send him. We

were best friends growing up, but on the first day of high school he told me we couldn’t be friends anymore and we haven’t spoken since. But now he wants to try

and be friends again. Should I take the risk and let him back in my life and heart again?



RHODES

I see it in her eyes the moment I walk in her classroom. She doesn’t know the truth about why our friendship ended so many years ago. I’ve carried this truth long

enough and I want to tell her everything. But I’m not sure she’s ready to hear it. Has enough time passed between us that we can rekindle our friendship…maybe

more?

KNIGHT'S RIDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT is a series of short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love with rugged firefighters in the

mountains of North Carolina. Read RHODES if you like friends to lovers, action adventure, and steamy romance that will leave you swooning. No cliffhangers. No

cheating.

MERRICK: A Curvy Woman & Firefighter Mountain Man Romance (KNIGHT'S RIDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT

Book 1)

Author: Lana Dash

A Curvy Single Mom, a volunteer firefighter, and a fiery passion that will heat up your Kindle.

KNIGHT'S RIDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT is a series of short and steamy standalone romances about curvy women finding love with rugged firefighters in the

mountains of North Carolina. Read MERRICK if you like single mom, brother's best friend, and steamy romance that will leave you swooning. No cliffhangers. No

cheating.

Bully Her

Author: Jaye Diamond

If he can’t have me, no one can.

I know what everyone’s thinking, when they see me riding with Ash, on the back of his bike.

Didn't your mother teach you to stay away from handsome, dangerous older men who ride motorcycles?

And yes, she did, but when my best friend's wild and reckless brother returns to our town, that he skipped out of with a biker gang, the dominant jerk says he

came back for me—the kid he used to bully.

And whether I like it or not, he isn't riding out of this town without the girl he fought, ran, and killed for.

This is a safe, HEA, insta-love romance.

Baby Her

Author: Jaye Diamond

I don’t care if she’s too young for me.

I don’t care if she’s never been with a man.

She’s having my baby.

When I spot Jules, in between stunts I’m doing for my latest film, I immediately know what I’m going to do to the young beauty.

She’s dressed in dirty clothes and worn-out shoes that tell me she’s had a rough life, and all I want to do is pamper her, baby her, and put my child inside her ripe

body.

I just have to get her to my trailer, and then, I’ll make every inch of her mine.

This is a safe, HEA, insta-love romance.

Brandon: Friends to Lovers Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 1)



Author: Elsie James

Brandon is a small town mountain man, friends to lovers, curvy girl romance. It is the first in The Brewer Brothers series.

Mia

I love my job working as an accountant in the big city, but life here is nothing like growing up on the mountain. I always thought I’d make it back to my hometown,

but I guess I just never had a reason to go.

When I get a call from my best friend, everything changes. His dad is sick and it has me on the first flight home.

Brandon is sexy, protective, and I want to get more than a little friendly with him.

But does loving him mean leaving behind the life I built?

Brandon

As the oldest of eight siblings, responsibility is nothing new. But with my dad’s illness, being in charge takes on a whole new meaning. If I’m going to run the

family brewery, I’m going to need someone to take care of me so I can take care of everything else.

There’s only one person I want by my side.

Mia is curvy, thoughtful, and together she and I just add up.

But can I convince her that we can be more than just friends?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the first book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.

Falling For Her Enemy: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (West End's Moonlight Book 4)

Author: Scarlett Grace

Clara and Alex’s relationship is put to the test when Clara is frightened about what it means for her public life. A challenging party and drunken secrets throws

everything up in the air. Clara and Alex have to decide if what they really want is each other.

The Surfing Lesson

Author: Elin Hilderbrand

A digital edition short story about a wife coming to terms with her fading marriage from bestselling author Elin Hilderbrand.

Margot's reservoir of romantic feelings for her husband Drum is running dry. But while the family is on vacation in Nantucket, Margot finds an opportunity to

potentially regain her romantic love for her husband - in the form of Hadley Axelram, his ex-girlfriend. She is counting on jealousy as a relationship defibrillator.

But after forcing her surfing-god husband to make plans for a surfing lesson with Hadley and her son, Margot is left to reminisce about the summer she fell in love

with Drum, and the unexpected blossoming of their relationship. When she sees Drum and Hadley spending time together, will the spark reignite - and will her

marriage be saved? Or will she find that love is truly gone from this relationship?

This touching short story about a poignant stage in a marriage explores the backstory of Margot Carmichael, one of the stars in Elin Hilderbrand's novel Beautiful

Day.

Starlight Night: An Historical Romance Novella (The St. Clairs Book 6)

Author: Alexa Aston

A child from the streets . . . 

 

A couple with love in their hearts . . . 

 

After her mother’s death, six-year-old Lucy is sold by her father to Driskell, a drunk who forces her and two orphans, Jem and Boy, to work the streets of London 

as pickpockets. When Jem is killed in a carriage accident, Lucy and Boy run from their brutish owner. Separated from Boy as they flee, Lucy must now learn how 

to survive on her own. 

 

Luke and Caroline St. Clair, Earl and Countess of Mayfield, are still madly in love after several years of marriage and have a growing brood of three children 

whom they adore. They also own the popular Evie’s Bookstore and Tearoom. It is here Luke first encounters a small child all alone, peering into the store’s 

windows, hungrily eying the books on display. Though young and seemingly innocent on first glance, he quickly realizes that she is an old soul and a street urchin 

who must live by her wits and learns she is an orphan who belongs to no one. 

 

In the midst of celebrating the Christmas season with their family—and with love in their hearts for a child who needs them—can Luke and his



countess convince a young, untrusting girl to become a part of their family? 

 

Read free in Kindle Unlimited! 

 

The St. Clairs 

Book #1 Devoted to the Duke 

Book #2 Midnight with the Marquess 

Book #3 Embracing the Earl 

Book #4 Defending the Duke 

Book #5 Suddenly a St. Clair 

Book #6 Starlight Night - Novella 

 

(Note: This story was first published as part of the Bestselling Boxed set Stars are Brightly Shining, November 2019)

James: Enemies to Lovers Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 2)

Author: Elsie James

James is a small town mountain men, enemies to lovers, curvy girl romance. It is the second in The Brewer Brothers series.

Ava

When Walt Brewer passes away, his family loses more than just their patriarch. But on Misty Mountain, we take care of each other, so when Mia asks for help, I’m

ready to help.

What I’m not ready for is working with my old crush James, he and I don’t see eye to eye.

James is arrogant, charming, and I want to rearrange his life.

But is there a spark behind our heat?

James

My days as a volunteer firefighter are behind me. Without my dad to run the family brewery, all of us need to rally to keep his dream alive. I’m ready to do my part

even though restoring an old pub is not exactly in my skill set.

When my brother’s girlfriend brings in her best friend to help, she sets my world on fire.

Ava is sexy, smart, and I want to ignite her flame.

But can I convince her that I’m not just blowing smoke?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the second book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.

Leo: Insta Love Firefighter Romance (Wylder Fire Volunteers Book 4)

Author: Tarin Lex

Leo: Wylder Fire Volunteers Book 4 

 

An Insta Love Firefighter Romance 

 

 

 

Kennedy: 

 

As a little girl, I spent my summers at my grandparents’ cabin in the Wylder Bluffs. 

 

I didn’t think much of the place then. 

 

Now that I’m older—and pretty sure I’m having a quarter-life crisis—I’m feeling extra nostalgic. 

 

I just want to walk through that old house again; the one my late granddad built. 

 

I’m in for a huge surprise when I knock on that familiar door. 

 

The cabin is smaller than I remember… 

 

Oh and there’s this gorgeous, country-rock god living in it in secret. 



 

 

Leo: 

 

Split between fighting fires and burnin’ up stages with my guitar, my life is chaotic to say the least. 

 

When the fame and attention get to be too much, I get away from it all in my newly purchased cabin in the woods. 

 

Excuse me for being a tad on the grumpy side when a woman shows up on the doorstep of my hideaway. 

 

She’s a sweet, curvy little thing…but she’s insecure about the birthmark on her face and the extra cushion on her hips I love to squeeze. 

 

How can I convince Kennedy she’s more than ‘good enough’ to be pictured with me? 

 

She’s perfect. 

 

And mine. 

 

 

 

Dear Reader, 

 

The Wylder Bluffs are heating up! 

 

These firefighting mountain men know what they want. 

 

And come hell or high water, they’ll claim what’s theirs. 

 

The curvy gals they meet are fierce yet kind. They don’t need to find love. 

 

They want to. 

 

It takes a special kind of woman to handle ALLL that mountain man! 

 

Buckle in and enjoy the ride! 

 

xoxo, Tarin

Wells: Handsome Nerd Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 4)

Author: Elsie James

Wells: The Brewer Brothers Book 4

A small town, handsome nerd, curvy girl romance

Wells is a small town nerd love, curvy girl romance. It is the fourth in The Brewer Brothers series.

Emma

I’ve been a science nerd all my life. I love long nights spent in the lab. When the opportunity to work in a lab with it’s own bottling lines came up, I couldn’t pass it

up. But moving to a small mountain town wasn't ever a part of the plan.

When I meet my new boss, our chemistry is off the charts.

Wells is nerdy, sexy, and I want to light his Bunsen burner.

Can I convince him that together we are a perfect conclusion?

Wells

I’ve made a career of creating solutions. When my brothers and I divided up the tasks to move forward with the development of our brewing company, there was

only one possible position for me, right in the middle of the brewing lab. But I never expected the transition from formulating vaccines to formulating beer would be

so difficult.

When I hire a new assistant, my hypothesis changes.

Emma is smart, flirty, and together we cause a chemical reaction.

But can I convince her that loving me means loving my small town?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the fourth book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.



Fire & Rescue Shifters: First Mission

Author: Zoe Chant

Cat stuck up a tree?

Sounds like a job for a dragon…

Dragon shifter Dai had hoped that his first mission as a firefighter would be just a little heroic.

A cat stuck up a tree was not exactly what he had in mind.

But there’s more to this cranky kitty than meets the eye...and more than lives at stake. It’ll take a whole crew of powerful shifters to handle this emergency…

A sweet, funny, and heartwarming shifter short story - perfect for brightening up your coffee break!

First Mission is a standalone prequel to Zoe Chant’s hugely popular Fire & Rescue Shifters series. It does not contain any spoilers for the series, and

can be enjoyed without having read any of the other Fire & Rescue Shifters books.

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Seven)

Author: Kelly Favor

I never thought I'd allow myself to be bought. Purchased by a man I hardly know, a man I don't even like...

Billionaire Kingston Stiles is heir to an empire the likes of which I can't even imagine, and one day he will inherit a fortune and rule like a king. Perhaps that is why

he thinks he can hire me to play his willing little servant.

And maybe he's right. Because I need the money.

I have so many bills to pay that I feel as if I'm drowning, and now perhaps I will finally be able to swim to shore.

At least, that's what I tell myself as Kingston begins to draw me in, closer and closer, somehow destroying all of my defenses, shattering my illusions, and

ultimately dragging me deeper down beneath the surface than I ever thought I could go.

And worst of all, he knows that I'm enjoying every minute of it...

Ace (Stryker County EMS Book 6)

Author: Kali Hart

Ace: Stryker County EMS Book 6

An Insta-love First Responder and Curvy Woman Romance

Genevieve

I move into an apartment after I discover my fiancé cheating on me with his ex.

I’m determined to get a fresh start.

Probably should’ve avoided the pocket knife while unpacking.

Did I mention I’m not so good with blood?

My scream summons my sexy neighbor from across the hall.

Just my luck he’s a paramedic.

The way he takes care of me turns me on in ways I never imagined possible.

Too bad he’s not only way older than me, but also in my brother’s unit.

I should resist the pull between us.

But honestly, I don’t want to.

Ace

I moved to Stryker County to get a fresh start after the end of a bad relationship.

I’ve tried to move on, but I’ve been striking out hard in the dating world.

I’m convinced that I may never find my soulmate.

Until my neighbor’s scream sends me to her door.

I know in an instant that Genevieve is the one I’ve been searching for.

But could she really go for an older man?

And should I risk my new position on the Stryker County EMS by dating one of my coworker’s sisters?

Sweet & steamy short story insta-love romance with a first responder and curvy woman with an HEA. NO cliffhangers. NO cheating.



Rob: Best Friend's Older Brother Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 5)

Author: Elsie James

Rob is a small town mountain men, best friend’s older brother, curvy girl romance. It is the fifth in The Brewer Brothers series.

Sophia

Growing up on Misty Mountain, everyone is family. When I moved back to town after culinary school and found a job working at our local bakery, part of my life

fell into place. Still, I find myself spending a lot of time dreaming of baking my own wedding cake.

When my best friend Lucy needs help, her older brother Rob is a sight for sore eyes.

Rob is tall, protective, and I want him to frost my cupcake.

But can I convince him that it could be true love?

Rob

With our family business expanding in every direction, I’m happy to do my part. Especially when that means setting up a tasting at a local beer garden event.

When my sister Lucy is under the weather, her best friend comes to the rescue.

Sophia is young, sexy, and I want to pour her a drink.

But can I convince her that we could be forever?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the fifth book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.

End Zone: A Curvy Woman Sports Romance (Oakwood City Players Book 4)

Author: C.L. Cruz

When a wide receiver falls in love with his best friend, does he have what it takes to get out of the friend zone?

Leah

I’ve always been in love with my best friend.

But he’s never seen me in a romantic light.

At least, not until he sees me on a date with another guy.

Heath Larson is sexy, athletic, and a nerd at heart.

When the truth comes out, will we risk our friendship for a chance at love?

END ZONE is a short, sweet, steamy story featuring a strong, independent, curvy heroine and the sexy football player who wins her heart. It is the 4th story in the

Oakwood City Players series but can be read as a standalone with no cliffhangers and a HEA!

Don’t miss the rest of the series:

Game Plan

First Down

Hail Mary

End Zone

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

“I love love love a BBW story! When the sweet curvy girl gets the strong alpha guy? It's enough to make a girl cry.” 5-Star Review ★★★★★

“Everything you need to keep you turning pages—hot, sexy men; steamy scenes; and some conflict thrown in. I cannot wait for what this author writes next.”

5-Star Review ★★★★★

Her Stubborn Mountain Man (Spring's Mountain Men Book 1)

Author: Jade Bay

He wants to buy the house next door. She doesn't want to sell. What happens when a guy who doesn't like the word no meets a woman who doesn't back down 

from a challenge? 

 

Axel 

I admit it, I’m set in my ways. Some might even call me stubborn, but I prefer persistent. The point is I get what I want, and I want to buy the house next door. 

Then Courtney comes along and things get…complicated. I moved here to get away from everything and everyone and closed my heart in the process, but what 

happens when going after what I want leads me to exactly what it is I need? Her. 



The mountain men are calling, and we must go . . . 

 

This spring, twenty-one of your favorite romance authors are joining forces to bring you a mountain man series to make you swoon. Join us all May long for thick

beards, big hearts, and instalove that won’t be denied. The Spring’s Mountain Men series of short, steamy stories is sure to put a spring in your step. *wink* HEAs

guaranteed!

Chance (Stryker County EMS Book 4)

Author: Kali Hart

Chance: Stryker County EMS Book 4

An Insta-love First Responder and Curvy Woman Romance

Skylar

I don’t get nervous around guys.

I’m all about taking chances because life is short.

But since the day I first laid eyes on the sexy EMT Chance Daniels, I’ve been acting like a school girl with a crush.

After two months of pining for him in secret, I finally decide to take some cookies to the station and push my luck.

Crashing into Chance and wearing his green smoothie was not part of the plan.

But my resolve to avoid him forever after that embarrassing incident is sabotaged when we end up at the same wedding.

Once he sees me, I know there’s no hiding anymore.

Chance

My world changed forever the day a curvy beauty with a tin of cookies crashed into me.

I didn’t mean to dump my smoothie all over both of us.

She disappears before I can even ask her name, much less apologize properly.

I fear I’ll never find her.

Until I see her at the wedding.

This time, I’m determined to get much more than her name.

I’m on a mission to win her heart.

Sweet & steamy short story insta-love romance with a first responder and curvy woman with an HEA. NO cliffhangers. NO cheating.

Shane: Curvy Girl Possessive Alpha Male Romance (Cops Love Curves Book 1)

Author: Kelsie Calloway

Shane:

I am a police officer and I'm in love with my little sister's best friend.

Abigail may be four years younger than me, but I have to have her.

Even if she's never been had by anyone else before.

I'm a cop and I love curves, and Abigail has plenty of them...

Shane is book one in the Cops Love Curves series featuring alpha male police officers who love their curvy girls. Around these parts, men of the law are steamy

and sweet.

Happily ever after guaranteed! ♥

Boiling Point (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 56)

Author: Jane Fox

Cal: I know better than to the date the servers at my restaurant. But when my dream woman starts working there, it's suddenly much more difficult for me to

follow my own rules.

Isabelle: There's something hot in the kitchen, and it has nothing to do with cooking. But what could I possibly hope to offer handsome chef Cal Lewis?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!



Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Two)

Author: Kelly Favor

I’m totally innocent. Completely inexperienced in all the important ways.

And now I’ve been auctioned off to a man I’ve never met.

Billionaire mogul Dermot Nash is like nobody else I’ve ever encountered. He’s powerful and handsome, with a cold gaze that heats me to my very core.

But there’s so much about him that’s a mystery – secrets he will never reveal. And the way he makes me feel when he touches me can never make up for the fact

that I’ve been purchased to be used as his personal plaything.

When he’s done with me at the end of the month, I’ll be discarded and forgotten. A disposable woman, something only the very wealthy can afford…

He can throw me away whenever he wants. And the more time I spend with him, the more I fear I’m falling for him, starting to love a man incapable of feeling

anything.

And the worst part of it all?

His secrets can’t be anywhere near as bad as the one I’m keeping…

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Three)

Author: Kelly Favor

I’m totally innocent. Completely inexperienced in all the important ways.

And now I’ve been auctioned off to a man I’ve never met.

Billionaire mogul Dermot Nash is like nobody else I’ve ever encountered. He’s powerful and handsome, with a cold gaze that heats me to my very core.

But there’s so much about him that’s a mystery – secrets he will never reveal. And the way he makes me feel when he touches me can never make up for the fact

that I’ve been purchased to be used as his personal plaything.

When he’s done with me at the end of the month, I’ll be discarded and forgotten. A disposable woman, something only the very wealthy can afford…

He can throw me away whenever he wants. And the more time I spend with him, the more I fear I’m falling for him, starting to love a man incapable of feeling

anything.

And the worst part of it all?

His secrets can’t be anywhere near as bad as the one I’m keeping…

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Four)

Author: Kelly Favor

I’m totally innocent. Completely inexperienced in all the important ways. 

 

And now I’ve been auctioned off to a man I’ve never met. 

 

Billionaire mogul Dermot Nash is like nobody else I’ve ever encountered. He’s powerful and handsome, with a cold gaze that heats me to my very core. 

 

But there’s so much about him that’s a mystery – secrets he will never reveal. And the way he makes me feel when he touches me can never make up for the fact 

that I’ve been purchased to be used as his personal plaything. 



When he’s done with me at the end of the month, I’ll be discarded and forgotten. A disposable woman, something only the very wealthy can afford… 

 

He can throw me away whenever he wants. And the more time I spend with him, the more I fear I’m falling for him, starting to love a man incapable of feeling

anything. 

 

And the worst part of it all? 

 

His secrets can’t be anywhere near as bad as the one I’m keeping…

Brooks: Older Man Younger Woman Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 3)

Author: Elsie James

Brooks is a small town mountain men, older man younger woman, curvy girl romance. It is the third in The Brewer Brothers series.

Isabella

I grew up running wild in the woods, so when it came time for college, it’s no wonder I opted to pass. Finding a position at the local plant nursery was a dream

come true for me, I’ll never leave. With my perfect job in my hometown that I love, all that’s missing is my perfect guy.

But when a silver fox needs recommendations for a massive outdoor project, I tell him exactly how I like it.

Brooks is mature, protective, and I want him to plant his seed.

But can he see me as his equal?

Brooks

I didn’t need to go to school to study agriculture. When you grow up on the mountain, it’s in your blood. When my brothers task me with designing the outdoor

space for our pub, its a no brainer.

The woman behind the counter at the nursery isn’t quite as simple to figure out.

Isabella is young, sexy, and I’m old enough to be her daddy.

But can I convince her to take a chance on loving me?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the third book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.

Auctioned To The Billionaire (Part Six)

Author: Kelly Favor

I never thought I'd allow myself to be bought. Purchased by a man I hardly know, a man I don't even like...

Billionaire Kingston Stiles is heir to an empire the likes of which I can't even imagine, and one day he will inherit a fortune and rule like a king. Perhaps that is why

he thinks he can hire me to play his willing little servant.

And maybe he's right. Because I need the money.

I have so many bills to pay that I feel as if I'm drowning, and now perhaps I will finally be able to swim to shore.

At least, that's what I tell myself as Kingston begins to draw me in, closer and closer, somehow destroying all of my defenses, shattering my illusions, and

ultimately dragging me deeper down beneath the surface than I ever thought I could go.

And worst of all, he knows that I'm enjoying every minute of it...

Kaleb (Stryker County EMS Book 2)

Author: Kali Hart

Kaleb: Stryker County EMS Book 2 

An Insta-love First Responder and Curvy Woman Romance 

 

Molly 

I’m the local advice columnist: Blunt Amy. 

I make people laugh, which is great and all. 

But no one takes me seriously. 

In high school, no one ever thought I’d amount to anything.



They weren’t kind about letting me know it, either. 

My class reunion is days away. 

I’m determined to prove every one of the haters wrong. 

If I can get an exclusive interview with the heroic EMT who saved the mayor’s daughter, I’m guaranteed a promotion to journalist. 

The only problem? 

Kaleb Hines has refused to be interviewed by anyone. 

Good thing I don’t give up easily. 

 

Kaleb 

Ever since I rescued the mayor’s daughter, reporters have been hounding me nonstop. 

I don’t do interviews. 

I just want to be left alone to do my job. 

But one reporter catches me off guard. 

The curvy beauty might drive me crazy with her unwavering dedication to her mission, but I can’t seem to shake her. 

To be honest, I don’t want to. 

I want to make her mine. 

 

Sweet & steamy short story insta-love romance with a first responder and curvy woman with an HEA. NO cliffhangers. NO cheating.

Julia Quinn Reading Order and Checklist: The guide to the Bridgerton novels, Rokesby, Smythe-Smith,

Bevelstoke, Two Dukes of Wyndham, Agents of the Crown, Lyndon Sisters, Splendid, The Lady Most...

Author: Rachel Bridget Kelley

UPDATED FOR 2021

This book offers you a handy reading guide to the novels of the best-selling historical fiction author Julia Quinn.

Julia Quinn is an American author who is now best known for the Bridgerton series of romances set in Regency England which are being

adapted into a hit Netflix series. However, Julia Quinn has written nearly 40 books in total, including several different series, although

some are connected to the Bridgerton books, including the Rokesby series of Bridgerton prequels.

This guide features a series of lists of Julia Quinn’s books in order plus a Reading Checklist at the end of the book to help you to keep

track of what books you have read, together with your notes.

This guide is a reference work of bibliography and does not contain excerpts or summaries.

You can keep all your reading information about your favourite authors in one place with Historical Curator guides. You

can use the checklists to highlight books and make notes.

This book includes:

• A list of novels by Julia Quinn in publishing order



• A list of novels by Julia Quinn in series order.

• Further Reading about Julia Quinn, including links to interviews and resources.

• Reading Checklist of novels by Julia Quinn in alphabetical order.

You can receive free updates to this guide when new books by Julia Quinn are published. Please ensure you have turned on Automatic

Book Updates for your Kindle device or app. You will find Automatic Book Updates on your Amazon account under the section headed

Manage Your Content and Devices.

Grayson (Stryker County EMS Book 1)

Author: Kali Hart

Grayson: Stryker County EMS Book 1

An Insta-love First Responder and Curvy Woman Romance

Violet

I told a white lie.

Gran thinks I’m on a sabbatical to help nurse her back to health after her car accident.

She doesn’t know I got fired.

Or that the man I thought I had a future with was secretly married.

I’ve accepted that all men will suck forever.

Until she invites the EMT who rescued her over for breakfast.

He’s gorgeous, charming, and so far out of my league it’s not even funny.

Craziest of all, he’s interested in me.

Grayson

When Elsie invited me over for a thank-you meal, I tried to decline.

I don’t need recognition for doing my job.

Saving people gives me purpose, and that fulfillment is all I need.

But she won’t take no for an answer.

I had no idea her stunningly beautiful granddaughter would be joining us.

Now that I’ve met Violet, I’m starting to second guess my priorities.

She feels too important to ignore.

I can tell she’s guarding a secret.

I’m determined to show her she can trust me.

If that secret doesn’t destroy us first.

Sweet & steamy short story insta-love romance with a first responder and curvy woman with an HEA. NO cliffhangers. NO cheating.

My Mountain Man (Spring's Mountain Men)

Author: Evan Grace



How one wrong turn changed my life forever.

The mountain men are calling, and we must go . . . This spring, twenty-one of your favorite romance authors are joining forces to bring you a mountain man series

to make you swoon. Join us all May long for thick beards, big hearts, and instalove that won’t be denied. The Spring’s Mountain Men series of short, steamy

stories is sure to put a spring in your step. *wink* HEAs guaranteed!

Falling For The Brooding Recluse (Small Town Big Curves Book 4)

Author: Flora Madison

His scars are more than skin deep

Tag:

I'm a monster, and not just because of the scar on my face.

When I returned from Afghanistan, my whole world was changed.

Living life behind closed doors is the safest option for everyone.

The blonde dog walker that passes by my window is the highlight of my day.

She was my favorite daydream...until the day her life was put in danger.

I couldn't stand by and watch. I had to act.

Now, things are even more complicated without the glass window between us.

Oliva:

Tag Fairmont disappeared after he returned home from war.

I'd never even heard of him until the day he came to my rescue.

Stubborn and obviously wounded, he won't let me into his house, let alone his life.

Lucky for him, I'm wildly persistent and don't take no for an answer.

It started out as a simple thank you, but my feelings for him are growing into something bigger.

I just have to show him that it's him I see, not the scars on his face or those of his past.

Falling For The Brooding Recluse is the fourth book in the Small Town Big Curves series! It's a gothic romance featuring a scarred hero who'll do anything for his

persistent curvy goddess. While it reads as a stand alone short romance, all of the books are interconnected and tell the tales of the residents of Wet Springs,

Colorado as they fall head over heels in instalove. As always, these stories are steamy but safe! There's no cheating and no cliffhanger. Just a swoon-worthy

HEA to melt your heart. They're the perfect one hour short romance read for your coffee break or when you need a quick high heat escape read. Insta Love

Forever!

Wanting Her Enemy: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (West End's Moonlight Book 2)

Author: Scarlett Grace

Forced to work together by unlucky circumstance, Alex and Clara are both at their wits end. Both are torn between their desire to be the best actors they can be,

and their hatred of one another. The problems bubble to a head in the rehearsal room, threatening to damage both of their reputations.

At the insistence of their director, Alex and Clara are pushed to work out their differences in private. Can Alex get past her resentment of Clara and her bad

behaviour? Can Clara bring down some of her guards to allow Alex to get to know her? Or will they both give up on their promising futures in order to keep one

another at arms length?

Claimed by the Mountain Man: A Mountain Man/Curvy Woman Short Instalove Romance (Men of Big Horn

Ridge Book 1)

Author: Carly Keene

Welcome to Big Horn Ridge in Montana, home of burly, buff, bearded mountain men who are soon to meet their strong, curvy matches!

Silvia Martinez grew up in the city, making her way through the foster-care system by smothering everyone with sweetness -- just the way she'd ice her famous

cupcakes. But now that she's living in small-town Montana, she's finding her way easier. If only her daring baking adventure could find success, she'd be content.

Merrick Dumont loves his mountain. He likes creating rustic furniture out of the red cedar that grows on Big Horn Ridge. And he'd never go to town at all, except

for the necessities: toilet paper, beer, and coffee. Not to mention the cupcakes he found at the pop-up bake shop... and the spicy-sweet girl who's selling them...

Short, sweet, steamy instalove! No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a guaranteed HEA. Part of the Men of Big Horn Ridge series, but can be read as a

standalone.



Jackson: Single Mom Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 6)

Author: Elsie James

Jackson: The Brewer Brothers Book 6

A small town, single mom, curvy girl romance

Jackson is a small town mountain men, single mom, curvy woman romance. It is the sixth in The Brewer Brothers series.

Olivia

Landing a job at the front desk of a small, family owned hotel is my ticket to freedom. My life hasn’t turned out exactly the way I’d planned. But moving to Misty

Mountain with my son feels like the fresh start we need. It’s just the two of us, and it sometimes gets hard to juggle paying the bills with being a mom but I do my

best.

When I meet my new boss, the balancing act goes out the window.

Jackson is chivalrous, protective, and has a heart of gold.

But does he understand that loving me means loving my son?

Jackson

When you grow up in a family like mine, you’re never alone. Even though we all work on the same property, my brothers have gotten busy creating their own little

families. Meanwhile, I’ve put every second into getting the hotel ready to open its doors. I’m proud of all I’ve accomplished, but it is getting a little lonely.

When my new employee needs help, it’s all hands on deck.

Olivia is sexy, sweet, and I want to make her my baby.

But can I convince her to take a chance on loving me?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the sixth book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.

Drew: Second Chance Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 7)

Author: Elsie James

Drew: The Brewer Brothers Book 7

A small town, second chance, curvy girl romance

Drew is a small town mountain men, second chance, curvy woman romance. It is the seventh in The Brewer Brothers series.

Harper

I left this town and everyone in it to pursue my dream of becoming a singer. I’ve made a good life for myself out on the road. Though living life out of a suitcase

isn’t as glamorous as I imagined. When I book a gig in my hometown, I decide that a trip back to Misty Mountain is overdue.

But when I run into my high school sweetheart, our flame is reignited.

Drew is tall, rugged, and knows his way around my body.

But can this time last forever?

Drew

I love managing the events for my family’s property. We’re growing incredibly fast, and booking talent from all over the country. But sometimes, the best talent is

homegrown. When I see an opportunity to bring Harper back, even for a day, it’s too good to resist.

Harper is curvy, sexy, and I want to strum her guitar.

Can I convince her my love is true?

This is an Insta-love mountain men short story romance. This is the seventh book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you

love short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA.

Working With Her Enemy: An Enemies to Lovers Romance (West End's Moonlight Book 1)

Author: Scarlett Grace

Alex Grendall has landed the job of her dreams — starring in an all-female version of Romeo and Juliet, directed by the impressive Marcus Lorde. Yet, on the first 

day of rehearsals Alex’s dream turns into a nightmare. 

Playing the romantic lead opposite her is her old college bully, Clara Columbia. Clara can’t believe that the one girl from college who she bullied so ruthlessly, the 

one girl whom she secretly fancied, has appeared on the most important job of her career! Clara determines to do whatever she can to get rid of her.



Can Alex and Clara get on the same page and work together, or will Clara’s mind games prevail? 

Owen (Stryker County EMS Book 3)

Author: Kali Hart

Owen: Stryker County EMS Book 3

An Insta-love First Responder and Curvy Woman Romance

Felicity

The first time I saw Owen Jacobs, he saved my life.

I fell hard for him, and he fell for me.

We kept our hot and heavy romance a secret from my brothers.

I thought it was to protect their work relationship.

But in reality, Owen used it to slip out of my life without warning.

Years later, I’m shocked to see him again, outside my elementary school showing off an ambulance to my students.

I wish I could hate him, but that’s impossible.

Owen

Felicity Hines is the only woman I’ve ever truly loved.

I know she hates me for leaving, but I did it to protect her.

I was a mess of a man, and all my broken pieces were bound to destroy her.

She deserved so much more than I could offer.

Time has healed my wounds, but I’ve never been able to shake the woman I’m destined to be with.

I risked coming back knowing she might hate me.

I’ll do whatever it takes to prove to Felicity I’m not going anywhere this time.

I’ll risk her brothers’ wrath.

I’ll risk her hating me.

I’ll risk every piece of my heart to prove we belong together—forever.

Sweet & steamy short story insta-love romance with a first responder and curvy woman with an HEA. NO cliffhangers. NO cheating.

A Battle of Wills and Words: A Teatime Tales Novelette

Author: Leenie Brown

He expected to discover who she was. He never counted on being so charmed.

When Henry Fitzwilliam's sister Catherine came sputtering and fuming to his home about their nephew, Fitzwilliam Darcy, being taken in by a fortune-hunting

seductress, he knew that the only way to appease her was to meet Darcy's betrothed. What began as a perfunctory soiree to do his duty to his family, quickly

turns into a most entertaining evening of secrets revealed that finds Lord Matlock utterly charmed by his future niece.

A Battle of Wills and Words is a novelette of just over 11,000 words and is the fourth installment in Leenie Brown's Teatime Tales Collection of Austen-inspired

quick reads. If you're looking for an entertaining escape from the everyday, then you'll enjoy this story where matters of the heart and the follies of the people in

love, when put on display, speak loudly to the strength of the bond between the lovers.

So put the kettle on, download your copy of A Battle of Wills and Words, and take a look at Darcy and Elizabeth's courtship and betrothal through Lord Matlock's

eyes.

~*~



[This story was previously published in a shorter form as part of a Teatime Tales short story anthology. That original short story has now been lengthened into this

novelette.]

Hot SEAL, Cold Water (SEALs in Paradise)

Author: Cat Johnson

When a Navy SEAL on leave clashes with a Hollywood producer with bad directions and a worse attitude, they both find something they didn’t know they were

looking for.

A standalone steamy rom com story set in my SEALs in Paradise world and featuring a character you've seen in my other books, Burbank-based TV producer

Joanne Rossi, and a new character, Coronado Navy SEAL Jacob.

My SEALs in Paradise readers might remember New Millennia Media Executive Producer Joanne Rossi. She's the one who bought retired SEAL Clay's beach

house out from under him in HOT SEAL, DIRTY MARTINI forcing him to become a most unwilling participant in a home renovation reality show. She's also the

one who relies on injured SEAL Nick to solve the mystery on set after the bride went missing in HOT SEAL, RUNAWAY BRIDE.  Well, it's Joanne's turn for some

lovin' with a Navy SEAL of her own in HOT SEAL, COLD WATER.

Wedding Band (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 51)

Author: Jane Fox

Jared: I've played a lot of weddings, but I've never met anyone I wanted to get serious with. But the gorgeous, curvy wedding planner? She might just be the one.

Iona: I'm planning my first wedding since my fiancé dumped me. It's not as difficult as I'd feared—except when the handsome singer of the wedding band looks at

me. Am I ready to love again?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Her Older Cowboy: An Older Man Younger Woman Curvy Romance (Daddy Knows Better Book 1)

Author: Liz Fox

Her Older Cowboy is a steamy, short romance with a curvy, younger woman and a handsome older hero. It is the first book in the Daddy Knows Better 

series. 

 

Daisy 

My dream is to finish college, get a good job, and move out of my judgemental mother’s house. 

A long weekend with the girlfriends is just the break I need. 

When I get lost and end up at the home of a handsome, older cowboy, I don’t want to leave. 

He’s strong, quiet, and I want to ride him like a bucking bronco. 

Have I finally found someone who thinks I’m good enough? 

 

Harrison 

Settling down on a ranch was my life’s dream. 

But I never imagined I’d be doing it alone. 

When an innocent beauty knocks on my door, I want to help her. 

She’s curvy, sweet, and dangerously too young. 

Can I convince her that she is more than enough for me? 

 

This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the first in the Daddy Knows Better series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If you 

love short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you’ll love this book. 

 

Don’t miss the rest of the series: 

Her Older Single Dad - Piper’s story



Her Older Billionaire - Hannah’s story 

Her Older Professor - Allie’s story 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 

"I love all of Liz Fox's books. I am a fan for life. Romantic, erotic, and happy ever after." 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

 

On A Wild Winter’s Night (The O’Byrne Brides Book 4)

Author: Miriam Minger

"With Miriam Minger, you're assured of a good read!" - Heartland Critiques

In this heartwarming novella, Triona wants everything to be perfect for her longed-for family reunion. Her beloved sister-in-law Maire and her Norman husband will

be joining them in Glenmalure for Christmas! Yet it might take a miracle for her rebel husband Ronan O’Byrne and Lord Duncan FitzWilliam to get along

peaceably together. It’s only for three days. What could go wrong?

“Miriam Minger is a master storyteller who illustrates the full gamut of emotions felt by her characters. Emotions so strong that you are pulled into the pages and

into their lives.” - Inside Romance

Enjoy all four books in Miriam Minger’s bestselling The O’Byrne Brides Series:

1. Book 1: WILD ANGEL (Ronan and Triona)

2. Book 2: WILD ROSES (Duncan and Maire)

3. Book 3: WILD MOONLIGHT (Niall and Nora)

4. Book 4: ON A WILD WINTER’S NIGHT (a novella)

Curves By Design (Big Girls And Bad Boys Series Book 3)

Author: J.S. Scott

Pediatric Nurse Molly Whitney is crushed when one of her best friend's older brother, Devon Richards, starts to show a passionate interest in her in spite of her

plus sized body and then rejects her. Between the rejection and her mother's constant nagging about her weight; her self esteem hits at an all time low.

Architect Devon Richards has been completely enchanted with Molly since their first encounter, but he misunderstands the relationship between his brother and

Molly and is forced to keep his amorous interests in the beautiful nurse to himself. Even though he desperately wants her...she belongs to his brother and he just

can’t cross that line.

By the time Devon realizes that he misunderstood the relationship between Molly and his younger brother, six months has passed, but she’s haunted him

continually since their brief encounter. Now that he knows she’s free and he can pursue her…she doesn’t trust him or his motives. Can he convince her that she’s

the one woman he’s ever truly wanted? He’s determined to storm her defenses and get her into his life and his bed…no matter what it takes to achieve that goal.

Too Hot to Handle (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 50)

Author: Jane Fox

Darius: When I'm injured on the job, I'm sent for massage therapy. But no one told me my therapist would be so gorgeous.

Madison: When my new client turns out to be a smoking-hot fireman, I'm not complaining. But I'm sure a guy like him wouldn't have any interest in a girl like me.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!



Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Right on Time: An Alpha Man Curvy Woman Romance (The Right Men Book 1)

Author: Liz Fox

A short, sweet, & steamy romance featuring a curvy woman and the tattooed, alpha man who claims her.

Dahlia

He rescued me from the worst date ever.

He’s a badass tattoo artist with a body like a superhero--he could have any woman he wanted… but he chose me, and gave me a glimpse of what my future

could be.

But I got scared.

Until something happened that reminded me that this is my life and my choice...and what I choose is Bishop.

Bishop

I saw her walk into the coffee shop, and instantly knew I had to meet her.

When her date took a wrong turn, I’m the lucky guy who stepped in to save her.

She made me laugh. 

She made me forget my past.

Now that I know how well she fits in my life and in my arms… I’m never letting her go.

This is a Sweet & Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the first in The Right Men series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story then you’ll love this book.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review

"A great book by Liz Fox. It’s quick and steamy and sure to leave a smile on your face." 5-Star Review

Pump It!: MMF Bisexual Menage Romance

Author: Darcia Cobbler

Spice up your day with this hot menage a trois!

Tiffany is a beautiful young college dropout whose crippling anxiety keeps her from living up to her true potential. One of her few pleasures in life is working out

and she soon learns that one of the benefits of joining a private gym is all the beautiful men. Happy to watch from afar, Tiffany suddenly finds herself out of her

comfort zone when her two secret crushes invite her to join a new CrossFit class with them.

Will she take this opportunity to expand her horizons or will her worries keep her from enjoying these two men the way she does in her daydreams?

This romance is intended for adults only.

Right or Wrong: A Curvy Girl Romance (The Right Men Book 3)

Author: Liz Fox

A short, sweet, & steamy romance featuring a curvy woman and the alpha man who claims her. 

 

Cassie 

I wanted to be a mother, not a business owner. But life had other plans. 

Now, my employees are like my kids and my heart is closed for business. 

When I need help and I’m all alone, a near stranger sweeps me off my feet. Literally. 

He's the exact opposite of what I went for in the past. 

Although... I’m starting to see the appeal of muscles, tattoos, and a man who likes cats. 

But can I trust my heart even if my mind says it’s wrong? 



Kace 

I’ve been a bachelor for a while, but I always knew what I wanted in a woman. 

I haven’t found her yet, but now I have a new job in a new town and a whole new start. 

When I see a gorgeous woman at a lingerie fashion show, I know she’s the one for me. 

She’s classy, curvy, and exactly my type. 

Now, I just have to convince her that what we have is right. 

 

This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the third in The Right Men series, and can be read as a standalone. If you love short

romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you’ll love this book. 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review 

"A great book by Liz Fox. It’s quick and steamy and sure to leave a smile on your face." 5-Star Review

Discovering Lovers Lane: A Beach House Romance

Author: Amanda Lista

Jade is a Los Angeles real estate agent who loves everything about her life except her small and dingy apartment. She has a wonderful writer friend Livvie who

always manages to bring out the best in her even on her worst days. Jade’s life takes an interesting turn when she receives a phone call from her cousin, Olivia

letting her know that her beloved aunt, Isabel passed away. Jade is now the proud new owner of the house on Lover’s Lane in Santa Cruz where she used to

spend her childhood with her aunt Isabel, splashing in the ocean and reading books languidly on the front porch. Traveling to the hardware shop, Jade gets into a

fender bender, bringing her face to face with her teenage crush. Will Jade find true love in the arms of Jacob, her young love interest turned sexy, confident police

officer? Will she be able to restore the house on Lover’s Lane to its former glory or is it too much for even her?

Mister Right: A Curvy Girl Romance (The Right Men Book 2)

Author: Liz Fox

A short, sweet, & steamy romance featuring a curvy woman and the alpha man who claims her.

Evie

I love my job, my independence, and my delectable curves.

But it’s a good thing I work in an erotic lingerie shop, because I’ve been left high and dry by men. It’s not my fault they run away when they find out my personality

doesn’t match the sweet-girl package.

When the hunk next door tries to save me from some annoying customers, I have it handled but I give him a chance.

He’s sexy, tattooed, and huge allllllll over.

I can’t help but wonder if it’s time to give my batteries a break, and let him press my buttons instead.

Ox

I keep my temper in check by destroying things for a living.

Even though I prefer to be out on the job site leading my demolition crew, sometimes I have to take care of the paperwork.

When the manager of the sex shop next to my office throws a bag of gummy pricks at me, my structured life starts to fall apart.

She’s curvy, sassy, and knows exactly how to swing my sledgehammer.

But is loving her worth the risk of tearing my walls down for good?

This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the second in The Right Men series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If you love

short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you'll love this book.

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Reviewer

"A great book by Liz Fox. Its quick and steamy and sure to leave a smile on your face." 5-Star Reviewer

Gunnar: Insta-Love Alpha Military Man (Wylder Mountain Heroes Book 1)

Author: Tarin Lex

Gunnar: Wylder Mountain Heroes Book 1 

An Alpha Military Mountain Man, OTT Instalove Age Gap 

 

Gunnar 

Home is my cabin in the mountains, where I decompress.



As a soldier I know I shouldn’t get attached. But right now I have everything I’ve ever wanted— 

Except a curvy beauty to share it with. 

Then Natalie appears at my front door like a babe in the woods. She’s exactly the kind of distraction I don’t need while I’m deployed. I’ll worry about her. I’ll dream

of her. 

I can throw her out—out of these woods, out of my home, out my life. 

But I can’t throw her out of the spot in my heart she’s carved open and crawled into. 

 

Natalie 

Confession: I’m a romance novel addict. 

My favorite kind of heroes? Mountain men. 

I realize I’m more likely to meet Sasquatch out here than a real-life, hulking, handsome recluse who will come to my rescue if I get lost. 

It’s just a silly fantasy…until my eyes land on him. My mountain man. My hero. 

Cruel is the fact that Gunnar is deploying in just three days. 

He says I don’t have to wait for him. 

But that’s not how the story is supposed to go. 

 

Dear Readers, 

Ready for a whole new band of mountain men? 

These alpha heroes might dwell in the shadows of the Wylder Bluffs, but when duty calls, they show up. 

These are the mountains they call home. The mountains they protect. 

And when their sweet, curvy women come for them, they’ll walk through fire to keep them safe, too. 

No cliffhangers. No cheating. HEAs guaranteed. <3 

Love, 

Tarin 

 

WYLDER MOUNTAIN HEROES: 

Gunnar (Soldier) 

Callum (Ranger) 

Soren (Firefighter) 

Wolff (Private Investigator) 

Weston (Bodyguard) 

Mikah (Police Officer) 

Storm (Marine) 

Aragon (Search & Rescue) 

Benny (Police Officer) 

Talon (TBD)

Noble Love (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 52)

Author: Jane Fox

Henry: My parents have given me a firm deadline: marry by forty, or they’ll choose a wife for me. As the Viscount Lisle, I’m not in a position to disappoint my

family. But I also don’t intend to marry for anything other than love. When I meet a gorgeous musician, it seems like I might not have to choose.

Leonie: Handsome, cultured—and a nobleman? There’s no way Henry Grey would be interested in a woman like me. Even if I was his type, I’m sure he’ll marry

someone of the same social standing as him. But it can’t hurt a girl to dream, right?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Hail Mary: A Curvy Woman Romance (Oakwood City Players Book 3)

Author: C.L. Cruz

When the quarterback catches a ride with the team trainer, will she fall for his plays or leave him scrambling to recover? 

 

Mary 

I spend a lot of time on the road as a trainer for the Oakwood City Devils. 

When we’re snowed in at the airport after a game, I decide to drive myself home. 

To my surprise, the team quarterback joins me. 

Brett Kennedy is sexy, arrogant, and makes me want to get hands-on with him. 

Does he see the real me, or am I just another game for him to win? 



Brett 

I love my job as quarterback, but I love my family more. 

My mom is having surgery, and I’ll do anything to get home to her. 

Fortunately, I’m able to hitch a ride with the team trainer. 

Mary Hale is curvy, athletic, and I’ll stop at nothing to get her in the sack. 

Can I prove to her that I love her for who she is, not despite it? 

 

HAIL MARY is a short, sweet, steamy story featuring a strong, independent, curvy heroine and the sexy football player who wins her heart. It is the 3rd story in

the Oakwood City Players series but can be read as a standalone with no cliffhangers and a HEA! 

 

Don’t miss the rest of the series: 

Game Plan 

First Down 

Hail Mary 

End Zone 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 

“I love love love a BBW story! When the sweet curvy girl gets the strong alpha guy? It's enough to make a girl cry.” 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

 

“Everything you need to keep you turning pages—hot, sexy men; steamy scenes; and some conflict thrown in. I cannot wait for what this author writes next.”

5-Star Review ★★★★★

Stolen by the Billionaire: An Older Man/ Younger Woman Office Romance (Bossy Billionaires)

Author: Gia Bailey

When I stole her from her company, she thought I just wanted her ideas for my project. She had no idea I just wanted her for myself.

Lukas - When I went to the design pitch, I had no idea that I'd be captivated by the woman presenting. I saw her, and I had to have her in my life. But now she

works for me, and that makes her off-limits, a rule that's about to test my self-control like nothing else.

Erin - When a billionaire saves you from a dead-end job and offers you the chance of a lifetime, you take it. But how am I supposed to do my job, when my boss

is someone who looks like Lukas? He's the ultimate temptation, and I don't know how long I can stop myself from giving in.

The Bossy Billionaires series features short, sweet and steamy standalone romantic comedies about grumpy billionaire bosses and the women they go crazy for.

Grab one of these sweet, steamy stories on a coffee break for OTT billionaires, sassy heroines and happy endings guaranteed.

Broken Crown: A Dark Mafia Romance (Caruso Crime Cartel Book 1)

Author: Autumn Reign

Fate tore us apart. The mob brought us back together.

Leonardo Caruso was destined to rule the mafia.

With his dark gaze and smoldering intensity,

he was no angel.

But our passion burned in secret

in the heat of those immortal nights.

All to end one day in heartbreak.

Finito.

Now, Leonardo takes his place as don,

ruling his empire, fierce and hot-blooded,

and I'm forced into his path

to confront him once more.

Despite my best efforts, I find myself seduced

by his earthly pleasures, his carnal desires,

recapturing me, corrupting me

to lie once more beneath him..

As I stray further into his darkness, 

Secrets begin to emerge 

about the mob, our past, and the death of my father.



I must find his part in all this

and what is to be mine?

Broken Crown is the first book in the Caruso Crime Cartel and it is recommended that the series is read in order. It contains themes intended for audiences over

18.

Twisted Crown Book 2

Betrayed Crown Book 3

Heartless Crown Book 4

Bloody Crown Book 5

Claimed Crown Book 6

Belle of the Ball (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 55)

Author: Jane Fox

Ian: When my sister asks me to bar tend at a charity prom, I figure I'll just spend a few hours working for a good cause. I never expected to meet the woman of

my dreams. But when Lana walks through the door, I know I've found my queen.

Lana: I'm not happy when my friend drags me out to a charity prom. Then I get a look at the bartender.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Uncrowned King: curvy girl romance with royals (Royally Ravished Book 1)

Author: Elsie James

He’s the demanding heir to the throne. She’s a quiet commoner with a heart of gold. This is a curvy woman, friends to lovers, short story romance.

Uncrowned King is book one in the Royally Ravished series.

Colette

Growing up my mother’s position afforded me a glimpse behind the palace walls, but I am far from being royalty. It wasn’t the glamorous life most people expect,

but it did give me my best friend Henry. When he turns up the pressure on our friendship, I don’t want to be just a lady in waiting. Henry is spoiled, sexy, and I

want to give him a night fit for a king. But does loving him mean a life bound by royal rules?

Henry

It’s no secret I’ve had a lifetime of indulgence as the heir to the throne. But with my coronation getting closer, I’ve got the weight of the world on my shoulders. It’s

time to find a queen and there’s only ever been one true love in my life. Colette is smart, sexy, and I need her to sit beside me on the throne. But can I convince

her that loving me is worth the risk?

This is book one in the Royally Ravished series. As always, this book is safe and comes with a guaranteed happily ever after, no cheating, no

cliffhangers.

Lucy: Secret Billionaire Curvy Girl Romance (The Brewer Brothers Book 8)

Author: Elsie James

Lucy: The Brewer Brothers Book 8 

A small town, secret billionaire, curvy girl romance



 

Lucy is a small town, secret billionaire, curvy girl romance. It is the eighth in The Brewer Brothers series. 

 

Lucy 

Now that Brew by Brewer is officially up and running, it’s my turn to contribute by planning our official grand opening. I’m so proud of my brothers for turning this

abandoned property into an incredible destination. But, they’re all so busy with their own lives now it feels like work is the only time I see them. When I cross

paths with a sexy stranger at the party, it doesn’t leave me much time to think about my brothers. 

Thomas is sexy, mysterious, and I want to break down his walls. 

But is he hiding something? 

 

Thomas 

I’ve made a fortune buying and selling properties that no one else can see the potential in. 

Word of a new venue in a tiny mountain town came across my desk and I had to see it for myself. I was looking for value, but I never imagined I’d find someone

priceless. 

Lucy is young, sexy, and she’s the one thing money can’t buy. 

But can I convince her to take a chance on loving me? 

 

This is an Insta-love, secret billionaire, short story romance. This is the eighth book in The Brewer Brothers series, and can also be read as a standalone. If you

love short sweet romances with steamy sex scenes and rugged heroes, then you’ll love this book. As always this book is safe, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed

happily ever after HEA. 

Heart-Shaped Tattoo (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 53)

Author: Jane Fox

Dario: If I’m going to get stuck inside my tattoo shop, at least it’s with a gorgeous woman like Kodie.

Kodie: I can’t believe we’re trapped inside Dario’s shop. I just have to hope I make it through without doing anything too foolish in front of the hottest guy I've ever

seen.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

SARGE: MC Romance (Wicked Kings MC Atlantic City Book 1)

Author: Autumn Summers

Sarge was sent to Atlantic City to ensure the shipment was safe. As a rough and tough guy and the sergeant-at-arms for the Wicked Kings, he knew things

wouldn’t be easy. But when he meets Gigi, a meek and innocent girl, Sarge feels the desire to have her thrust forward.

Sarge wanted her, but he knew she was too innocent. However, Gigi has other plans. As a meek girl, she’s curious about Sarge, but she also knows that he’s bad

news. However, will she give into her desires and pursue the bad boy? Or will going after him put her in danger? As the daughter of a mysteriously wealthy man,

she knows it’s wrong, but Gigi also knows she can’t resist, nor does she want to….

Dirty Valentine

Author: Jaye Diamond

My five-year-old son, Finn, has a crush on a girl from the college swim team I coach, and I don’t blame him. Skye is more beautiful than a movie star—having all

the wonderful curves those young women often lack—and she’s sweeter than candy.

I wanted to ask her to be my Valentine for months, but Finn gets there first when she babysits him. I let them have their cute moment—but after I get home from

work, I discover Skye found a dirty V-day card I bought her.

The card was a mistake. An older, single dad like me shouldn’t corrupt a good girl like her—but when Skye jumps into my heated pool while wearing nothing but a

wicked grin, she shows me how dirty a good girl can be.

This Valentine’s Day, give yourself the gift of quick and dirty bliss (no cheating and HEA guaranteed!).



THE BEAST LOVES CURVES (Big Girls And Bad Boys Series Book 2)

Author: J.S. Scott

After being cruelly and brutally dumped by her boyfriend for being overweight, computer programmer Abbie Wright has sworn off of men. The relationship had left

her raw and wounded, crushing her already fragile self esteem. The last thing she needs is to work a special project for millionaire client, Ian Campbell. His

previous employees call him “the beast” because of his difficult personality and the trials that his employees have to deal with in having him for a boss. Just what

Abbie needs…having her spirit crushed by an ogre of a client. It was an assignment she couldn’t turn down…but she dreaded it. Abbie doesn’t know that she is in

for a pleasant surprise when Ian turns out to be one of the finest men she has ever known. He nudges his way into her heart, but Abbie has a past and she knows

a man like Ian would never want a plus sized woman like her. If she lets him get too close…he will destroy her completely.

Ian Campbell was still recovering from a near fatal racing accident that

had left him scarred and almost taken his life. Determined to open a

new charity foundation, he wants the best website for his foundation and

he’s seen Abbie Wright’s work. He wants her for his project. After he

meets her in person and gets to know her intelligent, smart, sweet and witty

personality, he wants her for much more than his project. He lusts for

her full figured body and is addicted to her company. The problem is…

Abbie won’t give him a chance. She spurns his advances and has no

interest in taking their budding friendship any further, but Ian has fallen

and he has fallen hard. He’s not sure if he can stand to let Abbie go.

As Ian and Abbie struggle through their misunderstandings and

insecurities, they will find out if two broken people can end up

being a perfect match.

Let It Snow (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 37)

Author: Jane Fox

Duncan: I live alone, and that’s how I like it—at least that’s what I always thought. But when Marla and I get snowed in together, she gives me some compelling

reasons to change my mind.

Marla: I’m attracted to Duncan right away—he’s gruff, self-sufficient, and completely gorgeous. There’s no way he’d be interested in a girl like me (snowstorm or

no snowstorm). I’ll just have to get out of his hair as soon as I can.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Sky High Love (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 54)

Author: Jane Fox

Anna-Louise: When my fiancé dumps me, I decide to go on our paid-for honeymoon. Things start looking up a little when I meet our gorgeous pilot. But my

former fiancé has decided to tag along as well. Do I have a chance with the pilot, or will my ex interfere just because he can?

Marc: It’s hard to focus on flying a plane when all I can think about is the beautiful passenger in seat 16B. It’s even harder when I realize how much the man

sitting her to her is upsetting her. I’ll do whatever it takes to put a smile on her face—even if it involved sticking him in the cargo hold.

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

The Alpha's Mate (An Ironhaven Pack Romance Book 1)

Author: Piper Fox



Ever since Merrick became Alpha, nothing has gone right. A curse threatens his pack’s very existence, and the Bellemare wolves circle and cross their borders,

waiting for Merrick to show weakness.

Without female wolves, their pack is doomed.

And then she comes back to town.

Sierra’s everything he shouldn’t want. Strong-willed, independent, and human.

Claiming her would break all the pack laws, but his wolf keeps howling MINE, while Merrick fights to keep from taking a bite.

The Alpha’s mate is a bite-sized steamy shifter book that you’ll want to sink your teeth into and devour in one bite!

Download now!

I Am Home: An Alpha Older Firefighter and Younger BBW (Knox Fire Book 2)

Author: Hope Ford

I Am Home (Knox Fire 2)

An Alpha Older Firefighter, Younger BBW Romance

Katie

I was stood up by my date. But Nash was willing to step in and save the night. He’s perfect… too perfect. I think he’s a player… I mean look at him. But he wants

to prove to me that he’s found the one. Me.

Nash

It was fate that brought us together. I truly believe that. But she is looking for reasons to leave me. She doesn’t realize that no matter where she goes, I’m bringing

her home.

Note: This is a steamy, sweet, SHORT romance. It has a HEA with alpha male and a plus size woman that makes him hers! If you love short romances with insta

love, hot love scenes, and a sweet story, then this one is for you.

The Tailgate: An Original Short Story

Author: Elin Hilderbrand

A stirring portrait of a relationship at a crossroads, this digital original short story follows two irresistible young lovers as they cope with college life,

and invites us into a world we don't want to leave.

Clendenin Hughes first kissed Dabney Kimball during a Nantucket snowstorm freshman year of high school. Ever since that moment - God, the rush, the

chemistry! - Dabney has known that she and Clen are an unsplittable unit - essentially the same person in two different bodies.

Of course, with Dabney now at Harvard and Clen at Yale, those bodies are 140 miles apart. And traveling is a serious challenge for Dabney, for reasons she'd

prefer not to discuss, reasons having to do with her mother (or lack thereof). But with the big Harvard-Yale game coming up, Dabney is determined to make the

trek to New Haven to see Clen. She's even borrowed a sexy black outfit from a classmate down the hall.

But when she arrives at the tailgate to see sparks flying between Clen and Jocelyn, a girl with dark blue eyes and luscious black hair, Dabney fears the collapse

of a bond she has never questioned before, a bond so important that she'll be lost without it. To learn the fates of Dabney and Clen, read Elin Hilderbrand's novel,

The Matchmaker.

Falling For The Rugged Cop (Small Town Big Curves Book 8)

Author: Flora Madison

Rosalyn: 

Dagger Creed has always been the man of my dreams. 

He's tall, dark, and so handsome it actually hurts. 

But when someone breaks into my house and tries to hurt me, 

it's Dagger who arrives at the scene, swearing to keep me safe. 

I'm a simple florist. He's a cop who puts his life on the line.



There's no way things could actually work out between two people who are so different...right? 

 

Dagger: 

I drive by Rosalyn's flower shop at least once a day on my patrol route. 

The curvy goddess has captivated me from a distance. 

Now, I have the chance to prove to her that I'm the man for her. 

I'll show her once and for all, if anyone tries to harm her in any way 

They're going to have to answer to me. 

 

Falling For The Rugged Cop is the eighth book in the Small Town Big Curves series! It's a sweet and spicy romance featuring an ex-football player police officer

who'll do anything to protect his curvy woman. While it reads as a stand alone short romance, all of the books are interconnected and tell the tales of the residents

of Wet Springs, Colorado as they fall head over heels in instalove. As always, these stories are steamy but safe! There's no cheating and no cliffhanger. Just a

swoon-worthy HEA to melt your heart. They're the perfect one hour short romance read for your coffee break or when you need a quick high heat escape read.

Insta Love Forever!

The Billionaire's Business Surprise (The Billionaire's Business Proposal Book 4)

Author: Becky Brandt

Abby and Evan are really trying to make things work between the both of them and for now they seem to be aligned beautiful. Abby has finally found the man of

her dreams -- will the universe let her have these stolen moments of happiness? Will the career she is pursuing be a great success or a dismal failure? Or are

there forces at work that will interrupt both love and success that neither Evan nor Abby can anticipate…

Sniper (Exiled Guardians MC Book 1)

Author: Hope Ford

Sniper: Exiled Guardians MC 1

An Alpha Older Man, Younger Curvy Woman MC Lite Romance

WARNING: This book does talk about previous physical abuse from husband. Also, heroine starts relationship while still technically married to her abuser.

Sniper

I once served with her older brother and when she ran into some trouble,

she came looking for me.

She shows up at the gate to the club begging for my help.

Of course, I’m going to help her - I would never turn away a woman in trouble.

But with her, its more.

I’m going to claim her. Make her mine… and never let her go.

Avery

I’ve made some mistakes… some that could cost me my life.

So I find Sniper… the one man that my brother trusted more than anyone.

He agrees to help me.

But at what cost?

He’s my savior… my warrior.

But this bad boy is not giving me my freedom… he has other plans.

Dear Reader,

I love to read MC romances. I’ve just always enjoyed reading about the tightness of the MC brothers and the way they love their women. I love it so much that I

have always wanted to write one. However, being a short story romance author, it seemed impossible to build an in depth storyline like most MC romance series,

but I wanted to give it a try. Therefore, I present to you my version of an MC romance. I’m borrowing the term MC Lite from Frankie Love. It is heavy on the

motorcycle club sense of family, it has lots of alpha men and the curvy women that love them. However, it is a little lite on the drama and most violence is handled

off page. I sincerely hope you like it.

XX,

Hope

This is a Steamy, Sweet, Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the first story in the Exiled Guardians MC Series. If you love short romances with insta

love, hot love scenes, and a sweet story, then this one is for you.

Collateral Damage (Alaskan Security-Team Rogue)

Author: Jemma Westbrook



No names. No promises.

One night neither of them can forget.

Bess was supposed to be letting loose, taking one more step away from a man she’s ready to leave in her past.

But being dragged to a bar is about as far from a night of fun as Bess can imagine. She’d rather be outside, enjoying peace and isolation, instead of crouched on

the sticky floor while her best friend loses her lunch.

And then abandons her.

But when a handsome stranger saves Bess from more than just a night of awkward conversation, she decides to do something bold.

Something daring.

And it will change her life forever.

***Collateral Damage is the 11,000 word prequel to Loss Recovery and will leave you hanging on the edge of your seat.***

The Billionaire's Business Dilemma (The Billionaire's Business Proposal Book 3)

Author: Becky Brandt

Abby and Evan are still trying to find out if they are compatible with each other, and even though Abby is afraid to admit it, she likes what she sees. But like

everything great, there’s always a catch.

What’s Evan hiding?

Will they be able to get past this wrench in their relationship?

Or has the past finally caught up with them?

The Billionaire's Business Proposal: Part 1

Author: Becky Brandt

Abby White has always been the perfect one; the saintly daughter, the excellent student, the flawless employee, the ideal fiancée.

However, things come to a head when she elopes to Vegas for her wedding and a painful discovery leads to the end of her wedding plans.

Hurt, Abby goes out for a night of clubbing where chance leads to her meeting billionaire businessman, Evan Fields. Evan proposes a business arrangement to

her, one that she cannot resist.

Will Abby be able to move on from her heartbreak?

Could something develop between her and Evan?

Or is Abby in for a whirlwind romance like nothing she's ever experienced before…

Love Therapy (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 36)

Author: Jane Fox

Hugh: When I agree to meet with a grad student, I have no clue I’m about to fall head over heels in love. But as soon as Joanna walks through my door, I’m done

for.

Joanna: I’m terrified about interviewing Hugh Chichester. Not only is he an expert in the field, he’s also the handsomest man I’ve ever seen. What are the

chances I’ll make it through an interview with him without making a fool of myself?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story.

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

All That Jazz (Zaftig Dating Agency Book 1)

Author: Jane Fox

Declan: I keep plenty busy running my own contracting company, but when I spy Kelly onstage, I know I need to make her mine.



Kelly: Singing jazz is a great outlet for my stressful job, but my heart is racing just from how intently the handsome man across the room is watching me. He

couldn’t possibly be interested in someone like me—could he?

Sometimes fate needs a little help. Welcome to the files of the Zaftig Dating Agency, where alpha men find the curvy women of their dreams!

Each book in the series is a complete, standalone story. 

This is a sweet but sexy short story romance, complete with insta-love and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. If you’re looking for an escape from everyday life

with an alpha older man and the curvy BBW younger woman that he loves, this is the book for you!

Falling For My Nerdy Neighbor (Small Town Big Curves Book 1)

Author: Flora Madison

Nerdy Guys Need Love Too!

Natalie:

When my ex-boyfriend kicked me out, I was stuck living with my mom for six months.

Luckily, I found the perfect apartment. It's roomy, located right in the heart of downtown,

And there's a Clark Kent lookalike living next door...

That's right. Even though Julian is a total introverted nerd, I can't help falling for him.

With his piercing blue eyes and muscles like Superman himself, he's always on my mind.

But he's not the person he says he is, and once I learn the truth I'm certain there's no hope for us.

Julian:

I'm a workaholic, I'll admit it. My virtual reality company is my life.

But when gorgeous, curvy Natalie moves in next door I realize how much real life I've been missing out on.

She's loud, brash, and not my normal type at all.

But there's something about her that's magnetic.

After being out of the dating game for so long, it's a lot harder than I thought to jump back in.

I just need to show Natalie that I'm serious about her, and that she's meant to be mine and only mine.

Falling For My Nerdy Neighbor is the first book in the Small Town Big Curves series! It features a secret billionaire tech nerd next door who'll do anything for the

outspoken curvy woman of his dreams! While it reads as a stand alone short romance, all of the books are interconnected and tell the tales of the residents of

Wet Springs, Colorado as they fall head over heels in instalove. As always, these stories are spicy (open door, baby) but safe! There's no cheating and no

cliffhanger. Just a swoon-worthy HEA to melt your heart. They're the perfect one hour short romance read for your coffee break or when you need a quick high

heat escape read. Insta Love Forever!

Country Boy's First Time: Straight Guy's First Time MM

Author: Edward Raines

One wild night with a cowboy? But I'm straight... I think...

There's nothing like finding out you might be gay by catching the most handsome guy you've ever seen showering in front of you.

I had a few weeks of tough work on the ranch before I returned to college, and if I had to see Jason again, I was going to be in trouble. Figures I'd stumble upon

him alone in the barn on our last night of work. I shouldn't be worried because I'm straight, or at least I think so. But this young cowboy is looking at me and I don't

think I want to turn away...

Her Older Billionaire: An Older Man Younger Woman Curvy Romance (Daddy Knows Better Book 3)

Author: Liz Fox

Her Older Billionaire is a steamy, short romance with a curvy, younger woman and a handsome older hero. It is the third book in the Daddy Knows 

Better series. 

 

Hannah 

On paper, my life looks perfect — new job, new city, and a new fiance. 

Until I’m left stranded at the altar. 

When my best friend volunteers her guest bedroom, I can’t pass it up. 

Especially when it comes with her smokin’ hot dad.



He’s sexy, possessive, and I don’t care if he’s too old for me. 

But can I trust myself when I just made a mistake? 

 

Beckham 

Being quietly wealthy doesn’t keep the golddiggers away. 

That’s why I’m perfectly happy as a confirmed bachelor. 

When my daughter’s best friend moves in, she makes me want to change my ways. 

She’s gorgeous, curvy, and I want to show her that daddy knows better. 

Now I have to convince her--and myself--that our differences don’t matter. 

 

This is a Sweet, Steamy Short Story Romance. No Cliffhangers. This is the third in the Daddy Knows Better series, but it can also be read as a standalone. If you

love short romances with steamy sex scenes and a sweet love story, then you’ll love this book. 

 

Don’t miss the rest of the series: 

Her Older Cowboy - Daisy’s story 

Her Older Single Dad - Piper’s story 

Her Older Professor - Allie’s story 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* 

 

"I love all of Liz Fox's books. I am a fan for life. Romantic, erotic, and happy ever after." 5-Star Review ★★★★★ 

"Liz Fox does it again with another fantastic story!" 5-Star Review ★★★★★
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	UPDATED FOR 2021
	This book offers you a handy reading guide to the novels of the best-selling historical fiction author Julia Quinn.
	Julia Quinn is an American author who is now best known for the Bridgerton series of romances set in Regency England which are being adapted into a hit Netflix series. However, Julia Quinn has written nearly 40 books in total, including several different series, although some are connected to the Bridgerton books, including the Rokesby series of Bridgerton prequels.
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	You can keep all your reading information about your favourite authors in one place with Historical Curator guides. You can use the checklists to highlight books and make notes.
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	A list of novels by Julia Quinn in publishing order
	
	A list of novels by Julia Quinn in series order.
	
	Further Reading about Julia Quinn, including links to interviews and resources.
	
	Reading Checklist of novels by Julia Quinn in alphabetical order.
	
	
	You can receive free updates to this guide when new books by Julia Quinn are published. Please ensure you have turned on Automatic Book Updates for your Kindle device or app. You will find Automatic Book Updates on your Amazon account under the section headed Manage Your Content and Devices.
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	He’s the demanding heir to the throne. She’s a quiet commoner with a heart of gold. This is a curvy woman, friends to lovers, short story romance. Uncrowned King is book one in the Royally Ravished series.
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